Live Cacao and Live women

In the beginning of 2016 and the first birth month of Cacao Magic we have

created and experienced many celebrations( parties, ceremonies, women's
circles and raw chocolate workshops). Noticing and observing that more
women than men were participating and it seemed women were
experiencing higher bliss and enjoyment of the cacao than the men. In these
moments that I sang from the depth of my soul, singing in harmonious
voices, dancing and celebrating with women a question surfaced: What is
behind this special connection between the Cacao and women?

Cacao Magic is alive (untoasted and cold-pressed), contains Theobromine,
Phenylethylamin, Anandamine and Tryptophan. The brain uses these amino
acids to produce serotonine - a neurotransmitor that produces the feelings of
happiness and love. Women love feeling happy and in love, don't we? And if
we add music and dance? Women dance happy and in love and remember
their divine essence. Our essence is love.

We are living in a modern world. The ways of thinking, the structures,
conditioning were created and constructed by men and the cold energy of
fear and control. The majority of men and women pass their lives in a
technical life that succeeds to isolate us from our nature and essence. Daily
life gives a lot of importance to what we do and not so much to who we are.
More importance to what one thinks and less to feelings, sensations and
intuitions. In this illusory state of mental fog, we can easily lose our balance
and our ability to flow in alignment with life. All of the sudden . live cacao is
rushing in our veins and gives our brain 30-40% more oxygen. Your
circulation improves with the alcaloides, proteins, beta carotein, leucine,
linoleic acid, lipase lisine and teobromine, all working together to give a

yummy push to feeling a better health, well-being and genuine mental
health. We feel expanded and see beyond our daily limits, we succeed to love
ourselves. We feel free to sing with our full voice, in public! Dance with all
our body and communicate honestly and clearly without filters of social
conditioning. Radiating your pure light, innocent and powerful.

In these modern times with overfilled schedules and spending so much time
in front of screens, we feel emotionally alone in front of the pressure to
constantly succeed  - better relationships, better sex, better bodies, better
careers. The chromium in the live Cacao relaxes - destresses the body. The
high content of Magnesium relaxes the muscles, the digestion and the
hormones are balanced when a woman ingests raw cacao. It is the wish of all
women to feel relaxed, healthy, full of life and in a deep connection with
themselves.
A woman with her cycles, fertility and the gift of giving birth to other lives y
closer to the essence of the world. It's easier for her to expand herself with
the medicinal cacao. Feeling the pure love and the connection to all beings.
She knows in her cells that it is her birthright to be supported by creation and
vibrate 100% the highest frequency she can.
Vibrating at a high frequency is about being in tune with your heart, mind
and spirit. A high vibe woman is excited about her dreams , her sensual body,
and its unique place in this world. She is deeply connected with playful
expression , her wildness and instinct. This potential is found in all women ,
and life and cacao are calling us women to allow ourselves to be juicy , soft,
able to awaken deeper and deeper into ourselves, so we can live a more
satisfying life : first for us , then for everyone
True creation is not the modern world. True creation is what lives and
grows in nature. Look at the abundance that grows constantly and infinitely
in nature. when we open up to receive the gifts of the cacao spirit it lets us
feel and see the world in a different way. The game of magic and abundance
begins full tilt. The cacao creates the time and space to nourish our bodies
and souls. Let us remember that we are unique, divine, full of joy and love for

ourselves and others.
This is the message of the Cacao that resonates so strongly in the deep and
infinite wisdom of women. The world is, and can be, a world of love and
co-creation.

